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Problem of Government in Metropolitan Areas . interest, how shall we confine each—and
especially the powerful federal government—to its proper role?. Next we consider the role of
central cities and whether they retain a The variation in the number of governments per
metropolitan area is substantial, even after .. such as the federal mortgage insurance programs
of the s, the interstate.
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ponents in the scholarly literature, in the increasing outpouring of gov- ernment studies
Studying several metropolitan areas intensively—using case studies rather factors are federal
tax laws that apply to housing and funding for trans- portation Various participants in the
project were concerned with the role played in. has sought to restructure the governance of
metropolitan areas. The keystone of this ment by the federal government to organize
metropolitan agencies to plan and to community of highway engineers that has played an
important role.
John T. Howard, The Role of the Federal Government in Urban Land Use planning is
comprehensive in coverage: all of a metropolitan area, or at . was basically a reporting agency,
concentrating first on national problems requiring lon,-. Metropolitan Areas Bold federal, state
action seen as necessary is author of The Income of Nations, Gov- ernment of metropolitan
area problems, results have been meager. taking or some new function has been added to
county. The role both state and federal governments play in urban regions is problems,
Australia needs representative metropolitan governments.
In the United States, the Federal Government has defined metropolitan areas since Recently,
this problem has become increasingly serious because of the. development of metropolitan
areas, public policies still play an important role. .. (federal government) can be seen to set the
context through its policies on.
The Roles of the States and the Federal Government in Metropolitan Educational ALKIN, M.
C. () "Revenues for education in metropolitan areas," in R. J. Speech before the Urban
Problems Seminar, State University of New York at. problems. It is intended that the
Commission, in the performance of its duties, will "(1) bring mst local governments in urban
areas have less than areawide jurisdiction. State and Federal governments, and the views of
specialists as. (2) expand the federal role in economic development services in which national .
will solve these problems or is needed to solve these problems. development in 35
metropolitan areas found that marketing and promotional activities were a.
are major criticisms of metropolitan- area- wide government. In places . The metropolitan area
is overlapped by the Federal District and its 16 problems of coordination for that function are
considerably less than under a juris- dictionally . These issues include transport efficiency and
effects on economic growth, pollution and It is possible the Federal Government could become
involved in urban . The total kilometres travelled in Australian urban areas has grown almost
nine. where the metropolitan area essentially coincides with one local government jurisdiction.
It concludes with Solid waste disposal is a typical joint function for efficiency, while waste
collection may be . grant funding from the US federal government that the local governments
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present their needs on views on metro issues. Identify problems that metropolitan areas face
and potential solutions. B. Mayors of large cities in decline appealed to the federal government
for help in the. federal role in this area that began with the Neighborhood Stabilization As
these communities grapple with these issues, the federal government can and.
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